
Digital Tachometer

TM-3100 Series

Instruction Manual （Basic Operation）
Thank you for your purchasing the TM-3100 Series Digital 
Tachometer.  This manual describes functions, specifications, 
setup procedures, precautions, etc. for use of the TM-3100 Series 
Digital Tachometer. 
To ensure proper use of the TM-3100 Series Digital Tachometer, 
please thoroughly read this manual in advance.
After reading this manual, keep it carefully. 

B00002118/IM08101602 (1.0) 08Z (MS) 000

Functions and Operations

MEAS MODE
[ NORMAL, SS ]

 MAIN OBJECT
[ ROTATION, L.SPEED, 
VELOCITY, PERIOD, 
TIMES, FREQ, FLOW, 

P.TIME, OTHER ]

[ ROTATION, L.SPEED, P.TIME]

[ L.SPEED, P.TIME ]

[ VELOCITY ]

[ P.TIME ]

[ ROTATION, L.SPEED, 
VELOCITY, TIMES, FREQ, 

FLOW, P.TIME, OTHER ]

Display only when necessary

Always display

MEASURE

UNIT

PULSE

DIAMETER

PULSE DISTANCE

PROCESS LENGTH

FACTOR

FUNCTION

Whe SS is
selected

AUTO ZERO TIME
[ OFF, 0.5s, 1.0s, 2s,
3s, 4s, 5s, 6s, 7s, 

8s, 9s, 10s ]

MOVING AVERAGE
[ OFF, 2, 4, 8, 16, 

32, 64, 128 ]

SS MEASURE MODE
[ MANUAL, AUTO ]

SS MEASURE
START

SS MEASURE
STOP

CALC MODE
[ SHORT, LONG ]

When NORMAL
is selected

When MANUAL
is selected

When AUTO
is selected

Parameter Setup

【Main Menu】
When the MENU switch is pressed in the measurement mode, the setup mode 
main menu is selected. Then, on the respective item setup screens, a parameter is 
set and the SET/NEXT switch is pressed to define the parameter item and select a 
following setup item. The operation flow in the setup mode is shown below: 

【MEASURE】
When “MEASURE” is selected from the setup mode main menu, the 
measurement-related setup screen is displayed for the following setups.

【FUNCTION】
When “FUNCTION” is selected from the setup mode main menu, the various calculation functions setup screen is 
displayed for the following setups. 

MENU

Main menu

SET/NEXT

CP1 CP2 CP3   r/min
1234.56 MAIN  1234.56 r/min

AVG   1234.56 r/min

MAIN         0 EU/s
CMP1 UP       100000
CMP1 LO       100000

 OUTPUT    OTHER    >>

 INPUT     MEASURE
 FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

 OUTPUT    OTHER    >>

 INPUT     MEASURE
 FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

 INPUT     MEASURE
 FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

 INPUT     MEASURE
 FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

INPUT:
Setup of the input unit

MEASURE:
Measurement-related setup

>
Select a
following
item.

When 1LINE is selected When 2LINES and AVERAGE
are selected

When 2LINES and COMP
are selected

Always exits the main menu.

Always returns to
the main menu

Select a
following setup item.

FUNCTION:
Setup of various calculation
functions

DISPLAY:
Display-related setup

OUTPUT:
Setup of analog, BCD and
comparator outputs

OTHER:
Other setup

When pressed
for a long time

Setup of
measurement mode

Setup of main measurement
items

Time setup for zeroing the output when there is no input

Setup of moving average number of times

Setup of SS measurement starting/stopping method

Setup of SS measurement starting value

Setup of SS measurement ending value

SHORT and LONG modes are switched
according to the measurement ending
time (SHORT mode when 1 hour or less;
LONG mode when 2 hours or more)

The instrument becomes ready (RDY)
for SS measurement when the START
key is pressed with “SS measurement
(AUTO)” selected, and measurement
is started when this value is exceeded. 

Setup of SS data
averaging method

Units setup

Setup of the number
of pulses

Roller diameter setup

Setup of distance
between pulses

Processing time setup

Pulse factor setup

MENU

MENU

Except “・・・・ UNIT”, only necessary items 
are displayed, depending on the selected 
“MAIN OBLECT”.

When “SHORT” is 
selected, measurement 
can be made for 
maximum 1 hour; when 
“LONG” is selected, 
measurement can be 
made for maximum 30 
hours.

>

SET/NEXT

Define the item and
select a following

item.

Define the item and
select a following

item.

Select a
parameter.

Select a
parameter.

Define the item and
select a following

item.

Select a
parameter.

Define the item and select a following item.

Select a parameter.

Select a
parameter.

Main menu

>

SET/NEXT

Main menu

NORMAL

OFF

OFF

MANUAL

000001

1LINE

OFF

OFF

0.2s

MID

OBJECT

1s

SKIP

COND1 COND1

SHORT

ROTATION

60

5.0mm

5.0mm

5.0mm

1.00000×10E+0

Always returns.

Always returns. Always returns.

MENU

MENU

VOLTAGE RANGE CURRENT RANGE

COMP SETTING
[ COMP1, COMP2, 
COMP3, MODE ]

COMP MODE
[ AUTO, MAINTENANCE,

PULSE ]

>

SET/NEXT

OUTPUT SETTING
[ BCD, COMP, 

ANALOG ]

BCD OUTPUT
[ MAIN, MAX, MIN, AVG ]

OUTPUT MODE
[ VOLTAGE, CURRENT ]

When SS is selected

BCD output data content setup

BCD output mode setup

When NORMAL is selected

When SS
is selected

When ANALOG
is selected

When COMP
is selected

When BCD
is selected

ANALOG ZERO

ANALOG FULL

ANALOG UPDATE

CALIBRATION

When VOLTAGE
is selected

When CURRENT
is selectedWhen COMP (1-3) is selected

Judgment mode setup for
each comparator

Comparator output
mode setup

Judgment value setup for
each comparator

Comparator hysteresis setup

AUTO：
Always compares the state
with the comparator setup
value.

ＭＡＩＮＴＥＮＡＮＣＥ：
Holds the state exceeding the
comparator setup value.

PULSE：
Outputs the signal of the set-
up time when the comparator
setup value is exceeded.

Adjusts in 1% steps (maximum 20%)

Comparator output delay time setup

Setup of comparator setup item

The comparator operates when the setup value is
continuously exceeded for a specified time. Adjusts in ±1% steps

Maximum adjustable amount at a time: 20%

Comparator output
pulse time setup

Current output
range setup

Analog output format setup

Analog zero value setup

Analog full
adjustment

Analog zero
adjustment

Analog full value setup

Analog output refresh time
setup

Voltage output
range setup

When MODE is selected

<CALIBRATION>
0:ZERO          +00%

<CALIBRATION>
1:FULL           +00%

When ZERO
is selected

When FULL
is selected

Switching

COMP(1-3)WORKING
UPPER, LOWER, 

OK, ERROR

COMP UPPER/LOWER
SET

COMP DELAY

COMP HYSTERESIS SHOT PULSE WIDTH

When AUTO
is selected

When PULSE
is selected

DISPLAY

MEASURE DISP LINE
[ 1LINE, 2LINES ]

DISPLAY LINE2
[ OBJECT, AVERAGE, 

MAX, MIN, COMP ]

When 1LINE
is selected

When SKIP
is selected

When SAVE
is selected

When LOAD
is selected

When CLEAR
is selected

When 2LINES
is selected

【DISPLAY】
When “DISPLAY” is selected from the setup mode main menu, the display-related setup screen is displayed for the 
following setups.

Switches the measurement screen display modes.

2nd line display item setup

Display resolution setup

Setup of the number of
            zero-fixed digits

Refresh time setup

Fluorescence indictor tube brightness setup

>

SET/NEXT

Main menu

Main Menu 

D.P. POSITION
[ OFF, 0.0, 0.00, 0.000 ]

DIGITS FIXED TO 0
[ OFF, 1DIGIT, 2DIGIT ]

DISPLAY UPDATE
 [ 0.2s, 0.4s, 0.5s, 0.6s, 
 0.8s, 1.0s, 2s, 3s, 4s, 
5s, 6s, 7s, 8s, 9s, 10s ]

BRIGHTNESS
[ HI, MID, LOW ]

OUTPUT

【OUTPUT】
When “OUTPUT” is selected from the setup mode main menu, the output-related setup screen is displayed for the following setups.

OTHER

LOAD CONDITION
[ COND1, COND2, 
COND3, COND4 ]

 Version        X.XX
 BOARD
 BCD      ANALOG
 COMP     DC

PANEL CONDITION
[ SKIP, SAVE, 
LOAD, CLEAR ]

【OTHER】
When “OTHER” is selected from the setup mode main menu, the other setup 
screen is displayed for the following setups.

Panel condition setup

Output item setup

BCD output-related setup Comparator output-related setup ANALOG output-related setup

Specify a panel condition
to be loaded. 

The current setup
is cleared.

Specify a panel condition
to be saved.

Confirm information of version and board insertion.

SAVE CONDITION
[ COND1, COND2, 
COND3, COND4 ]

>

SET/NEXT

Define the item
and select

a following item.

Main menu

BCD MODE
[ REQUEST, CONTINUE ]

MENU

Always
returns.

MENU

Always returns.

MENU

OBJECT：
The item which is set units in
MEASURE

AVERAGE, MAX, MIN：
Enabled only during SS measurement

COMP：
Enabled only when the comparator
board is inserted

When MAINTENANCE
is selected

MAIN
COMP1

VOLTAGE

0-10V

000000

100000

10ms

0:ZERO

+00% +00%

4-20mA

UPPER

100000

10% 0050ms

0000ms

AUTO

CONTINUE

Measurement mode

Respective item setup screens

>
INPUT TYPE

[ DC, AC, PULL UP ]

DC

OFF

 LOW PASS FILTER
[ OFF, 100Hz, 20kHz ]

Select
a parameter.

INPUT

Main menu

【INPUT】
When “INPUT” is selected from the setup mode main menu, the input unit 
setup screen is displayed for the following setups.

Setup of input amplifier

Initial value of
individual
setup item

Setup of low-pass filter

Always returns.

MENUSET/NEXT
Define the item and

select a following item.



●　Input Amplification Format Setup (Selection of AC/DC/PULL UP) 

 According to the following table, select an input amplifier which 

matches the detector type to be used.

●　Low-pass Filter Setup (Selection of OFF/100 Hz/20 kHz) 

 To prevent the occurrence of mis-count due to influences of 

chattering or noise, the low-pass filter is set.

●　How to Activate the Main Menu

When the MENU switch is pressed in the 
measurement mode, the setup mode main 
menu is selected.

●　Example) Measurement is performed with the MP-981

Input unit setup
Select an item with the < and > switches.
Define the item and select a following item with 
the SET/NEXT switch. (Same for other items)
Setup of input amplifier
（Select according to the type of sensor. Refer 
to the abovementioned table.）
Setup of low-pass filter
（Initial setup: OFF / Refer to the 
abovementioned figure.）
Press the MENU switch for a long time to 
return to the measurement mode.

Mount the TM-3100 on the panel, using the following procedures. 

The panel must be 2 mm or more and 5 mm or less in board thickness. 

For panel cut-dimensions, refer to the outside dimensions. 

・ Let the TM-3100 through the mounting hole from the panel front 

side, hook the attachment fittings on the top and bottom faces, and 

fasten the screws to surely fix them.

Mounting on the Panel

Supply power to the TM-3100, using the following procedures.

・ When using a solderless terminal, select an M3 terminal (width: 5.8 

mm or less) having a coated clamp section and surely connect it to 

the power supply of rated voltage.

・ When anti-noise measures are necessary, perform the function 

grounding.

Connecting the Power Cable

●　Selecting the Signal Cable

・ The signal cable differs with detector types, as shown below: 

 se the signal cable which matches the detector to be used.

●　Connecting the Signal Cable

・ The signal cable differs with detector types, as shown below: 

 Use the signal cable which matches the detector to be used.

Selecting the Signal Cable

Input-related Setup

 The following are representative setup methods for various models 

under the conditions shown in the figure below.

Setup Methods

Description of the Panel Switches

●　Example) Data is transferred to a printer using the BCD output (NORMAL mode).

 Following are the setup necessary to transfer data at specified 

intervals (100 ms). 

【BCD Connector Pin Assignment】

Refer to the Specification edition.

【Output Mode】

【TM-3120 setup】

【TM-3140 setup】

【TM-3110 setup】

【TM-3130 setup】

AC100-240 V
50/60 Hz

MAX 30 VA
DC12-24 V
MAX 15 VA

Function
grounding

Function
grounding

AC power
supply model

DC power
supply model

MP-910

MP-950

RP-721

MP-981
LG-916

or the like

or the like

or the like

MX-500 Series

MX-100
Series MX-603

MX-700 Series

or the like

RP-004

12P2B

C02型
plug

R04-PB6F

RM12BPG-5S

Signal cable

INPUT

+12 V

COM1

SIG

COM1

P-OUT

White

Green

 White
（not used）

COM2

INPUT

MX-500 Series
MX-400 Series
MX-603

MX-700 Series
RP-004

+12 V

COM1

SIG

COM1

P-OUT

Red

Black

Blue

Green

COM2

Signal waveformDetectorInput format

Magnetoelectric detector (MP-981) 
Rotary encoder
Photoelectric detector (LG-916/930)

DC amplifier

Proximity switchPULL UP

AC amplifier
Electromagnetic detector
(MP-810B/9100, etc.) 

0

0dB

0 100Hz

0dB

0 20kHz

0dB

Press

INPUT
is selected

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

DC
is selected

OFF
is selected

Low-pass filter：OFF

Low-pass filter：100 Hz

Low-pass filter：20 kHz

TM-3100 Series

Motor

MP-981

Detection gear
（120 P/R）

Measurement conditions ・Maximum rotational speed: 3000 r/min

   ・Number of pulses per rotation: 120 (P/R)

Digital Tachometer TM-3100

About 10 ms

About 10 ms

About 100 ms

Print command

BCD data.

NORMAL (CONTINUE) mode

Request mode

50 ms or less

50 ms or more

About 10 ms
Print command

BCD data.

Request signa

The timing chart for comparator output is shown below. Select the 

output mode which matches your purpose of use.

●　AUTO

Always compares the state with the comparator setup value.

Comparator Output Timing Chart

1000r/min

500r/min

COMP1
UPPER

COMP2
LOWER

COMP1

COMP2

UP lights
（contact ON）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

LO lights
（contact ON）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

UP lights
（contact ON）

LO lights
（contact ON）

LO lights
（contact ON）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

UP lights
（contact ON）

LO lights
（contact ON）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

UP lights
（contact ON）

LO lights
（contact ON）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

UP lights
（contact ON）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

Unlit
（contact OFF）

●　MAINTENANCE

Holds the state when the comparator setup value is exceeded.

The state is held till reset.

1000r/min

500r/min

COMP1
UPPER

COMP2
LOWER

COMP1

COMP2

●　PULSE
Holds the output state for the setup time when the comparator setup 
value is exceeded.  Example) When SHOT PULSE WIDTH is 50 ms

1000r/min

50ms

50ms

500r/min

COMP1
UPPER

COMP2
LOWER

COMP1

COMP2

●　COMP DELAY

Performs comparator output when the comparator setup value is continuously 

exceeded for specified time.  Example) When COMP DELAY is 50 ms

Comparator output is performed when the UPPER setup value is continuously 

exceeded for 50 ms. 

1000r/minCOMP1
UPPER

COMP1 ON

ON

ON

When there is COMP HYSTERESIS
Hysteresis is added to the setup value when the comparator recovers 
(enabled only in the AUTO mode). 
Example) When COMP HYSTERESIS is 10%
【UPPER】
The comparator recovers when the state falls below the hysteresis value 
added to the UPPER setup value.
（A value 10% lower than 1000 r/min: 900 r/min）
【LOWER】
The comparator recovers when the state exceeds the hysteresis value added 
to the LOWER setup value.
（A value 10% greater than 1000 r/min: 1100 r/min）。

1000r/min
1100r/min

900r/min

COMP1 UPPER
COMP2 LOWER

COMP1

COMP2

After 50 ms elapsed.

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

BCD output
(TM-3120)

Analog output
(TM-3130)

Comparator output
(TM-3140)

20kHz：20kHz LPF
This filter is effective when noise rides on the 
electromagnetic detector used by the input 
amplifier in AC coupling mode.

100Hz：100Hz LPF
This filter is effective for preventing mis-count 
due to chattering of the proximity switch or 
contact signal (non-voltage input) used by the 
input amplifier in DC coupling mode.

OFF：No filter

INPUT     MEASURE
FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

Digital Tachometer TM-3100

Main menu

Output-related setup

Output item setup

BCD output mode setup

OUTPUT is selectedSET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

BCD is selected

CONTINUE is selected

OUTPUT     OTHER   >>

<OUTPUT SETTING>
BCD  COMP  ANALOG

<BCD MODE>
REQUEST  CONTINUE

The following page is displayed.< >

●　Example) Rotational speed is displayed.

 Following are the basic setup necessary to display rotational speed.

Measurement-related setup

Setup of measurement mode

Main measurement item setup
（select measurement contents）

Units setup

Setup of the number of pulses (the number of gear 
teeth is input: 120 P/R)（Initial value: 000060）

The number of pulses is defined.

Pulse factor setup
（when weighting is necessary）

MEASURE is selectedSET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

Press the MENU switch for a long time to return to the measurement mode. 

Press the MENU switch for a long time to return to the measurement mode. 

Press the MENU switch for a long time to return to the measurement mode. 

Press the MENU switch for a long time to return to the measurement mode. 

MENU swith

NORMAL is selected

ROTATION is selected

MENU switch

SET/NEXT r/min is selected

INPUT     MEASURE
FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

<INPUT TYPE>
DC  AC  PULL UP

<LOW PASS FILTER>
OFF  100Hz  20kHz

<MEASURE MODE>
NORMAL  SS

< Setup of the number of pulses

PULSE is defined.

<PULSE>
000120

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT FACTOR is not set.

<FACTOR>
1.00000  x  10E+0

> <

●　Example) Data is recorded in the recorder using the analog output.

 In this example, analog output conditions are set.

 Following are the method for setting the voltage range to 0-10 V and 

the maximum rotational speed to 3000 r/min.

 ※ For analog voltage adjustment, use a digital voltmeter.

Main menu

Output-related
setup

Output item setup

Analog output format setup

Voltage output range setup

Analog zero value setup（< > ∧ ∨）
（Input the rotational speed when output 
voltage is zero.）
Analog full value setup（< > ∧ ∨）
（Input the rotational speed when output 
voltage is full.）
Analog output refresh time setup
（10 ms is selected.）

Analog zero adjustment
（Adjust while checking on the digital voltmeter.）

Analog full adjustment
（Adjust while checking on the digital voltmeter.）

OUTPUT is selected.SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

MENU swith

ANALOG is selected.

VOLTAGE is selected.

<OUTPUT SETTING>
BCD  COMP  ANALOG

<OUTPUT MODE>
VOLTAGE  CURRENT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT><

0-10V is selected.

<VOLTAGE RANGE>
0-5V  1-5V  0-10V

0設定

<ANALOG ZERO>
000000

<ANALOG UPDATE>
10ms  20ms  50ms   >>

<CALIBRATION>
0:ZERO      +00%

10ms is selected.

ZERO is defined and a following item is selected.

3000 is set.

<ANALOG FULL>
003000

<CALIBRATION>
1:FULL      +00%

SET/NEXT FULL is defined.

OUTPUT    OTHER    >>

NORMAL ：Normal measurement mode
SS ： Start-stop measurement mode
Maximum, minimum and average values can be displayed.

●　Example) Judgment is made using the comparator output.

 Following are the method for outputting NG if the rotational speed 

exceeds 2500 r/min. 

 （UPPER is output from COMP1.）

【Relay Output】

The relay is set ON when the setup values of UPPER and LOWER come 

in the following relationship: 

 UPPER (comparator output upper limit) value ≦ Display value

 LOWER (comparator output lower limit) value ＞ Display value

Main menu

Output-related setu

OUTPUT is selected.

Setup of comparator setup item

Comparator judgment mode setup

Comparator judgment value setup（< > ∧ ∨）

OUTPUT is selected.SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

MENU switc

COMP is selected.

COMP1 is selected.

<OUTPUT SETTING>
BCD  COMP  ANALOG

<COMP SETTING>
COMP1  COMP2       >>

SET/NEXT

SET/NEXT

UPPER is selected.

<COMP1 WORKING>
UPPER  LOWER       >>

2500 is set.

<COMP1 UPPER>
002500

OUTPUT    OTHER    >>

The following page is displayed. < >

Example) When 120P/R is set
Move the cursor to the second digit as 000060 with the < 
switch and change the value to 2 with the ∧ ∨ switches. 
Move the cursor to the third digit as 000020 with the < 
switch and change the value to 1 with the  ∧ ∨  switches. 
The setup of the number of gear teeth 000120 is complete. 
※) Operate similarly for setting a numeric value.

When the SET/NEXT switch is pressed in the state “0:ZERO”, the 
cursor moves to “+00%”. 
Adjust the analog zero value with the < > ∧ ∨ sswitches. 
The setting range is 1-20% at a time: adjustable up to ±50% from 
the center.
After defining the adjusted value with the SET/NEXT switch, 
select the following item “1:FULL” with the ∧ ∨ sswitches. 

When the SET/NEXT switch is pressed in the state “1:FULL”, the 
cursor moves to “+00%”.
Adjust the analog full value with the < > ∧ ∨ switches. 
The setting range is 1-20% at a time: adjustable up to ±50% from 
the center.
The adjusted value is defined with the SET/NEXT switch. 

COMP1, 2, 3；UPPER, LOWER, OK or ERROR is set.

MODE；Comparator output mode is set.

  （Initial value: AUTO）

① ② ③ ④ ⑤ ⑥

① MENU This switch selects the measurement mode or the setup 

mode.When pressed for 2 seconds or longer in the setup 

mode, the measurement mode is selected.

② SET/NEXT This switch is used to apply a setup item or select a 

following setup item during parameter setup.

③ START/ This switch performs addition during parameter setup.

④ STOP/ This switch performs subtraction during parameter setup.

⑤ RESET/ This switch moves the cursor to the left during parameter setup.

⑥ COND/ This switch moves the cursor to the right during parameter setup.

INPUT     MEASURE
FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

INPUT     MEASURE
FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

The following
page is displayed.< >

INPUT     MEASURE
FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

0 3000 r/min

10 V

Voltage range: 0-10 V

Maximum rotational speed: 3000 r/min

Attachment fitting

Attachment fitting

Panel

TM-3100 Series
Digital Tachometer

Screwdriver

INPUT     MEASURE
FUNCTION  DISPLAY  >>

<MAIN OBJECT>
ROTATION  L.SPEED  >>

<ROTATION UNIT>
r/s  r/min  r/h

<PULSE>
000060

ONO SOKKI detectors A
ttenuation

A
ttenuation

A
ttenuation


